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 要  旨 
 
This thesis will outline the process of loading cold 87Rb atoms from a magneto-optical trap 
(MOT) into a dipole trap.  This is a stepping stone towards the overall project goal of 
generating a Continuous Wave Bose-Einstein Condensate (CW-BEC).  The thesis firstly sets 
out and explains the fundamental physics behind loading the trap, including MOT theory, 
optical dipole forces and the energy structure of 87Rb atoms.  The experimental apparatus 
that was prepared for the experimental procedure is described.  This section covers the 
external cavity diode lasers (ECDL) that provide the source optical power, the locking system 
and associated optics for the ECDL's, the frequency control for the different beams required 
and the vacuum chamber details.  This equipment was all prepared and tested from the 
ground up.  The next section deals with the preparation for loading atoms into the optical 
dipole trap.  To this end, the parameter space for optimal collection of atoms in the MOT and 
then loading into the dipole trap was determined under approximation.  This was performed 
using the known limitations of the laboratory equipment and performing calculations based 
off the theory section.  The calculations determined that during loading, the magnetic field 
gradient will remain steady at 10G/cm.  The MOT trap will begin peaking with the following 
determined parameters: δ = 20MHz red, P = 88 to 210mW, r = 1cm.  The CMOT trap 
calculations have also been performed in order to maximise phase space density. 
Additionally, this section outlines the theory of how to perform continuous evaporative cooling 
using two moving optical lattices.  Movement of the lattice sites will be achieved by 
counter-propagating two slightly detuned beams.  Evaporative cooling along a spatial axis 
will be used in order to perform rapid repetition evaporation.  This requires a positionally 
dependent potential that can be varied along the moving axis of the lattice.  Such a potential 
can be provided by two moving optical lattices overlayed at an angle.  The final section 
outlines these results and describes the next steps to be taken towards generating a CW-BEC.
 
